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Introduction

Data: Elevation, Energy and Speed

Expanded Data Models

Conclusion

Having the energy and supplies to get
from one point and back is important to
hikers and hunters alike. How far can they
hike so that they can still get back to their
base camp with their bagged animal? In
this project, we will seek to find the
answer in order to help hunters know their
limits and maximize the enjoyment of their
exertions.

Elevation data obtained from CMU Geology
TOPO! Program [2]. Thirty waypoints divide
the 3.943 km hike into trail segments.

The original data from the Pikes Peak Project
was only for weights 100-220 lbs. and 0-30
degrees of inclination. To expand the data, a
model for each angle and each weight was
created using Microsoft Excel. For example,
the trendlines on the graphs below can be
used to predict kcal/km data outside of the
data set.

• Each model predicts that the hunt would
take approximately 9.5 hours
• Using cubic spline derivatives, TOPO!
data, and the three models, it is predicted
that a hunter would burn 2400-2700
kilocalories on this route
• This may change depending on how many
trips are needed to retrieve the animal.

Hiking Speed and Energy
Expenditure Models

Future Study

Elk Mountain Hike
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Objective
Model energy expenditure and hiking speed
for a hunt on Elk Mountain, which is north of
Collbran, CO. The models reflect a hunter
whose weight with their gear is 260 lbs.
Models were also needed to expand the
hiking data from the Pikes Peak Project of
CMU’s Mathematical Modeling class.
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Pike’s Peak Project [1] gives kcal/km and
km/hr data for hikers of different weights.

Below are the models to predict the 260 lbs
hunter’s hiking speed S (km/hr), kcal/km
burned hiking uphill 𝐾" , and W/kg burned
hiking downhill 𝐾# for a given angle a, rate of
change (multiplied by 100) G, and hiking
speed s (m/sec).
• 𝑆 = 1.6014𝑒 ,-.-./0
3
• 𝐾" = 0.4119𝑎 + 36.767𝑎 + 83.823
• 𝐾# = 1.44 + 1.94𝑠 -.:; + 0.24𝑠 : +
@,@.@ABCD
0.34𝑠𝐺(1 − 1.05
) [3]

Hunting Route
The proposed hiking route for the hunt will be
from Brush Creek Rd. up to the top of Elk
Mountain, then downhill to the jeep trail
located on the north side of the mountain.

Assumptions
• Uphill hiking speed approximately equal to
downhill hiking speed.
• Hunter is well-fed and hydrated before
hunt in order to reduce supplies needed.
• Hunter has truck parked by jeep trail at
end of route to help haul animal to camp.
• All data and models reliable to use with
average person at the proposed weight.
• The hunter will pack out 100 lbs. of meat
downhill on their person to truck.
• Hunter will stay on route.

[2]

Note that this does not consider the
thickness of the vegetation or the presence
of game trails. Once an animal is killed, it is
then time to hike down the mountain with the
meat/animal.
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S model was chosen because of the shape
of the kcal/km data and R2=1. The hiking
speed data shows the pattern of exponential
decay, although Ku underestimates at low
angles. Both Ku and S were constructed
using Microsoft Excel. Kd model can be used
for both uphill and downhill energy
expenditures. Note the methods below:
• 1

[2]

Possibilities include:
• Looking at weights other than 260 pounds
• Gathering new data on downhill hiking
speed and energy expenditure
• Calculating the energy expenditure for
other routes and locations
• Testing the accuracy of models with new
data
• Making a new cubic spline with more data
to differentiate the resulting functions to
find more accurate instantaneous rates of
change
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approximately 0.3903 kcal
• tan,@ 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 = 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒
GQ0M
#lOm0nQP mS0oPMP#
• 1 Gf I 1 𝑘𝑚 = 1 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙 and 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =
OpPP#
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